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The Foundation Trilogy By Isaac Asimov

Eventually, you will certainly discover a supplementary experience and endowment by spending more cash. nevertheless when? reach
you bow to that you require to acquire those all needs later than having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something
basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more in relation to the globe, experience, some places,
in imitation of history, amusement, and a lot more?

It is your enormously own epoch to function reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is The Foundation Trilogy
By Isaac Asimov below.

Foundation - Isaac Asimov 1951
For use in schools and libraries only. The first of a series of tales
set so far in the future that Earth is all but forgotten by humans
who live throughout the galaxy.
Foundation - Isaac Asimov 2004-06-01
The first novel in Isaac Asimov’s classic science-fiction
masterpiece, the Foundation series THE EPIC SAGA THAT
INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES FOUNDATION • Nominated
as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read For twelve thousand years the Galactic Empire
has ruled supreme. Now it is dying. But only Hari Seldon, creator
of the revolutionary science of psychohistory, can see into the
future—to a dark age of ignorance, barbarism, and warfare that
will last thirty thousand years. To preserve knowledge and save
humankind, Seldon gathers the best minds in the Empire—both
scientists and scholars—and brings them to a bleak planet at the
edge of the galaxy to serve as a beacon of hope for future
generations. He calls his sanctuary the Foundation. The
Foundation novels of Isaac Asimov are among the most influential
in the history of science fiction, celebrated for their unique blend
of breathtaking action, daring ideas, and extensive worldbuilding.
In Foundation, Asimov has written a timely and timeless novel of
the best—and worst—that lies in humanity, and the power of even
a few courageous souls to shine a light in a universe of darkness.
Foundation 3-Book Bundle - Isaac Asimov 2022-06-07
The original trilogy of Isaac Asimov’s bestselling science fiction
masterpiece, the Foundation series, in a convenient ebook bundle
THE EPIC SAGA THAT INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES
FOUNDATION • Nominated as one of America’s best-loved series
by PBS’s The Great American Read For twelve thousand years the
Galactic Empire has ruled supreme. Now it is dying. But only Hari
Seldon, creator of the revolutionary science of psychohistory, can
see into the future—to a dark age of ignorance, barbarism, and
warfare that will last thirty thousand years. To preserve
knowledge and save humankind, Seldon gathers the best minds in
the Empire—both scientists and scholars—and brings them to a
bleak planet at the edge of the galaxy to serve as a beacon of
hope for future generations. He calls his sanctuary the
Foundation. Collected in this boxed set, Foundation, Foundation
and Empire, and Second Foundation form the celebrated original
trilogy that started it all. One of the most influential in the history
of science fiction, the Foundation series is celebrated for its
unique blend of breathtaking action, daring ideas, and extensive
worldbuilding. Here, Asimov has written a timely and timeless
saga of the best—and worst—that lies in humanity, and the power
of even a few courageous souls to shine a light in a universe of
darkness.
Foundation's Edge - Isaac Asimov 2012-02-22
The fourth novel in Isaac Asimov’s classic science-fiction
masterpiece, the Foundation series THE EPIC SAGA THAT
INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES FOUNDATION At last, the
costly and bitter war between the two Foundations has come to
an end. The scientists of the First Foundation have proved
victorious, and now they return to Hari Seldon’s long established
plan to build a new Empire on the ruins of the old. But rumors
persist that the Second Foundation is not destroyed after all—and
that its still-defiant survivors are preparing their revenge. Now
two exiled citizens of the Foundation—a renegade Councilman
and a doddering historian—set out in search of the mythical
planet Earth . . . and proof that the Second Foundation still exists.
Meanwhile someone—or something—outside of both Foundations
seems to be orchestrating events to suit its own ominous purpose.

Soon representatives of both the First and Second Foundations
will find themselves racing toward a mysterious world called Gaia
and a final, shocking destiny at the very end of the universe.
Foundation and Empire - Isaac Asimov 1982
"The Foundation novels"--Dust jacket cover.
The Foundation Trilogy - Isaac Asimov 2004

Foundation's Fear - Gregory Benford 2009-10-13
Isaac Asimov's Foundation Trilogy is one of the high-water marks
of science fiction. It is the monumental story of a Galactic Empire
in decline, and the secret society of scientists who seek to shorten
the inevitable Dark Age with the science of psychohistory. Now,
with the permission -- and blessing -- of the Asimov estate, the
epic saga continues. Fate -- and a cruel Emperor's arbitrary
power -- have thrust Hari Seldon into the First Ministership of the
Empire against his will. As the story opens, Hari is about to leave
his quiet professorship and take on the all but impossible task of
administering 25 million inhabited worlds from the all-steel
planet of Trantor. With the help of his beautiful bio-engineered
"wife" Dors and his alien companion Yugo, Seldon is still
developing the science that will transform history, never
dreaming that it will ultimately pit him against future history's
most awesome threat.
The Foundation Novels 7-Book Bundle - Isaac Asimov
2014-08-05
The story of our future begins with the Foundation. Named the
best series of all time by the Hugo Awards, the Foundation novels
of Isaac Asimov unquestionably comprise one of the great
masterworks of science fiction, unsurpassed for its unique blend
of nonstop action, daring ideas, and extensive world-building.
Now, all seven volumes are together for the first time in this
essential eBook bundle: FOUNDATION FOUNDATION AND
EMPIRE SECOND FOUNDATION FOUNDATION’S EDGE
FOUNDATION AND EARTH PRELUDE TO FOUNDATION
FORWARD THE FOUNDATION For twelve thousand years the
Galactic Empire has ruled supreme. Now it is dying. Only Hari
Seldon, creator of the revolutionary science of psychohistory, can
see into the future—a dark age of ignorance, barbarism, and
warfare that will last thirty thousand years. To preserve
knowledge and save humanity, Seldon gathers the best minds in
the Empire—both scientists and scholars—and brings them to a
bleak planet at the edge of the galaxy to serve as a beacon of
hope for future generations. He calls this sanctuary the
Foundation. But soon the fledgling Foundation finds itself at the
mercy of corrupt warlords rising in the wake of the receding
Empire. And mankind’s last best hope is faced with an agonizing
choice: submit to the barbarians and live as slaves—or take a
stand for freedom and risk total destruction. Praise for Isaac
Asimov and his Foundation series “A true polymath, a superb
rationalist, an exciting and accessible writer in both fiction and
nonfiction, Isaac Asimov was simply a master of all he
surveyed.”—Greg Bear “Asimov served wondrous meals-of-the-
mind to a civilization that was starved for clear thinking about the
future. To this day, his visions spice our ongoing dinner-table
conversation about human destiny.”—David Brin “Isaac was still
in his teens when I met him, a fan of mine before I was a fan of
his. Writing for John W. Campbell back in the famous ‘golden age
of science fiction,’ he became one of the founders of our field.
With the Robot stories and the Foundation stories, he helped to
shape science fiction as we know it.”—Jack Williamson “I grew up
on the ABC’s of science fiction—Asimov, Bradbury, Clarke.
There’s a reason Asimov’s name comes first, and not just because
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of the alphabet!”—Janis Ian “With his fertile imagination, his wit,
and his prolific output, Isaac Asimov truly laid the foundation for
all future generations of science fiction writers.”—Kevin J.
Anderson “If anything can be said to have been the launch pad for
space-age science fiction, it has to be the Foundation trilogy. It’s
a classic. And it’s unforgettable.”—Jack McDevitt “The
Foundation series is one of the masterpieces of science fiction. If
you’ve never read these novels, then you’re in for a treat, and
even if you’ve already read them, then you owe it to yourself to
reread them, because they’re still great.”—Allen Steele “Quite
simply, Asimov got me started.”—Liz Williams
Foundation and Empire - Isaac Asimov 1991-10
Publisher Description
Foundation, Foundation and Empire, Second Foundation - Isaac
Asimov 2010-11-02
Isaac Asimov’s seminal Foundation trilogy—one of the
cornerstones of modern speculative fiction—in a single hardcover
volume. • Winner of the Hugo Award for Best All-Time Series. •
THE EPIC SAGA THAT INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES
FOUNDATION. It is the saga of the Galactic Empire, crumbling
after twelve thousand years of rule. And it is the particular story
of psychohistorian Hari Seldon, the only man who can see the
horrors the future has in store—a dark age of ignorance,
barbarism, and violence that will last for thirty thousand years.
Gathering a band of courageous men and women, Seldon leads
them to a hidden location at the edge of the galaxy, where he
hopes they can preserve human knowledge and wisdom through
the age of darkness. In 1966, the Foundation trilogy received a
Hugo Award for Best All-Time Series, and it remains the only
fiction series to have been so honored. More than fifty years after
their original publication, the three Foundation novels stand as
classics of thrilling, provocative, and inspired world-building.
Bone Swans - C.S.E. Cooney 2015-07-01
Winner of the 2016 World Fantasy Award for Best Collection
Contains "The Bone Swans of Amandale," 2015 Nebula Award
finalist for Best Novella "C. S. E. Cooney is one of the most
moving, daring, and plainly beautiful voices to come out of recent
fantasy. She's a powerhouse with a wink in her eye and a song in
each pocket." —Catherynne M. Valente, New York Times-
bestselling author of the Fairyland novels "These stories are a
pure joy. C. S. E. Cooney's imagination is wild and varied, her
stories bawdy, horrific, comic, and moving-frequently all at the
same time. Her characters are wickedly appealing, and her
language—O! her language. Lush, playful, poetic, but never
obscure or stilted, it makes her magic more magic, her comedy
more comic, and her tragic moments almost unbearable." —Delia
Sherman, author of Young Woman in a Garden: Stories "Bone
Swans is a joy of feathery bones & ghoulish clowns. I adored
every word. Like an eyas cries for meat, I cry for more. C.S.E.
Cooney's a major talent and these are major talent stories. Who
can resist hero rats, pouting swans, feral children, flying carpets
and the Flabberghast? So tongue-tied am I with delight I fall back
on the usual cliches: gripping, delightful, insightful, rollicking &
lyrical—and yet not one cliche is to be found in Bone Swans, only
stories of surpassing delicacy and wit, told by a lady of rare
talent. Please, ma'am, might I have some more?" —Ysabeau S.
Wilce, Andre Norton Award wining author of Flora's Dare A swan
princess hunted for her bones, a broken musician and his silver
pipe, and a rat named Maurice bring justice to a town under fell
enchantment. A gang of courageous kids confronts both a plague-
destroyed world and an afterlife infested with clowns but robbed
of laughter. In an island city, the murder of a child unites two
lovers, but vengeance will part them. Only human sacrifice will
save a city trapped in ice and darkness. Gold spun out of straw
has a price, but not the one you expect. World Fantasy Award
winner Ellen Kushner has called Cooney's writing "stunningly
delicious! Cruel, beautiful and irresistible." Bone Swans, the
infernally whimsical debut collection from C. S. E. Cooney,
gathers five novellas that in the words of Andre Norton Award
winner Delia Sherman are "bawdy, horrific, comic, and moving-
frequently all at the same time." Cooney's mentor, Science Fiction
and Fantasy Writers of America Grand Master Gene Wolfe,
proclaims in his introduction that her style is so original it can
only be described as "pure Cooney," and he offers readers a
challenge: "Try to define that when you've finished the stories in

this book." More praise for Bone Swans "Cooney's brilliantly
executed collection of five stories is a delicious stew of science
fiction, horror, and fantasy, marked by unforgettable characters
who plumb the depths of pathos and triumph. ... All of these
stories could easily serve as the foundation for novels while also
working beautifully at their current length. These well-crafted
narratives defiantly refuse to fade from memory long after the
last word has been read." —Publishers Weekly, starred review "In
five beautifully crafted stories, Cooney builds imaginary worlds
full of flying carpets, fairy-tale characters, and children
confronted with a postapocalyptic Earth ... Each tale packs in
enough plot for a novel, with adventurous characters who brim
with wit." —Library Journal, starred review "Writing without
ostentation and featuring characters who may be flippant, terse,
or even tongue-tied, Cooney produces memorable prose propelled
by extraordinary ideas ... Faced with such twisted genius, I'll say
no more!" —Locus "A fascinating mashup between the tropes and
resonances of the mythic tale with the sensibilities of
contemporary action-oriented fantasy: simultaneously
lighthearted and serious, full of consequences but also ubiquitous
happy endings." —Tor.com
Second Foundation - Isaac Asimov 1953
In the third book of the Foundation trilogy the secretly developed
Second Foundation vies with a deadly mutant.
Forward the Foundation - Isaac Asimov 2012-02-22
The second of two prequel novels in Isaac Asimov’s classic
science-fiction masterpiece, the Foundation series THE EPIC
SAGA THAT INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES FOUNDATION
As Hari Seldon struggles to perfect his revolutionary theory of
psychohistory and ensure a place for humanity among the stars,
the great Galactic Empire totters on the brink of apocalyptic
collapse. Caught in the maelstrom are Seldon and all he holds
dear, pawns in the struggle for dominance. Whoever can control
Seldon will control psychohistory—and with it the future of the
Galaxy. Among those seeking to turn psychohistory into the
greatest weapon known to man are a populist political
demagogue, the weak-willed Emperor Cleon I, and a ruthless
militaristic general. In his last act of service to humankind, Hari
Seldon must somehow save his life’s work from their grasp as he
searches for its true heirs—a search that begins with his own
granddaughter and the dream of a new Foundation.
Foundation and Chaos - Greg Bear 2009-03-17
Isaac Asimov's renowned Foundation Trilogy pioneered many of
the familiar themes of modern science fiction and shaped many of
its best writers. With the permission and blessing of the Asimov
estate, the epic saga left unfinished by the Grand Master himself
now continues with this second masterful volume. With Hari
Seldon on trial for treason, the Galactic Empire's long-anticipated
migration to Star's End is about to begin. But the mission's
brilliant robot leader, R. Daneel Olivaw, has discovered a
potential enemy far deadlier--and closer--than he ever imagined.
One of his own kind. A freak accident erases the basic
commandments in humaniform robot Lodovik Trema's positronic
brain. Now Lodovic's service to humankind is no longer bound by
destiny, but by will. To ensure his loyalty, Daneel has Lodovic
secretly reprogrammed. But can he be trusted? Now, other robots
are beginning to question their mission--and Daneel's strategy.
And stirrings of rebellion, too, are infecting their human
counterparts. Among them is a young woman with awesome
psychic abilities, a reluctant leader with the power to join man
and robot in a quest for common freedom.or mutual destruction.
The Foundation Saga Continues Read Gregory Benford's
Foundation's Fear, the first novel in this bold new series and
Secret Foundation, the concluding volume from David Brin.
Prelude to Foundation - Isaac Asimov 1989-03-01
The first of two prequel novels in Isaac Asimov’s classic science-
fiction masterpiece, the Foundation series THE EPIC SAGA THAT
INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES FOUNDATION It is the year
12,020 G.E. and Emperor Cleon I sits uneasily on the Imperial
throne of Trantor. Here in the great multidomed capital of the
Galactic Empire, forty billion people have created a civilization of
unimaginable technological and cultural complexity. Yet Cleon
knows there are those who would see him fall—those whom he
would destroy if only he could read the future. Hari Seldon has
come to Trantor to deliver his paper on psychohistory, his
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remarkable theory of prediction. Little does the young Outworld
mathematician know that he has already sealed his fate and the
fate of humanity. For Hari possesses the prophetic power that
makes him the most wanted man in the Empire . . . the man who
holds the key to the future—an apocalyptic power to be known
forever after as the Foundation.
Misbegotten Missionary - Isaac Asimov 2016-04-26
It was a lovable little creature, anxious to help solve the troubles
of the world. Moreover, it had the answer! But what man ever
takes free advice?
Foundation and Chaos - Greg Bear 1998-02-17
Isaac Asimov's Foundation Trilogy is one of the high-water marks
of science fiction. It pioneered many of the familiar themes of
modern SF, and the sheer sweep of his "future history" shaped
many if not most of the writers who followed him. With the
permission -- and blessing -- of the Asimov estate, three of today's
bestselling SF writers, Gregory Benford, Greg Bear and David
Brin, have conspired (like the original Foundation!) to complete
the epic saga the beloved Grand Master left unfinished. The
acclaimed Second Foundation Trilogy continues with Greg Bear's
Foundation and Chaos, the gripping new novel about a galaxy-
wide power struggle within the ranks of the robots that have
served and protected humankind for 20 centuries. Hari Seldon,
frail and full of years, is on trial for daring to predict the Empire's
fall, and the time has come for the long-anticipated migration to
Star's End. But R. Daneel Olivaw, the brilliant robot entrusted
with this great mission, has discovered a potential enemy, even
deadlier than the figurehead Emperor's brutal minions. One of his
own. Humaniform robot Lodovik Trema is the only survivor of a
bizarre insterstellar accident. Exposed to a neutrino storm, his
positronic brain has apparently erased the holographic template
of the Three Laws of Robotics. If this is true, Lodovic's service to
humankind is no longer a question of destiny, but of will, and
therefore, no longer absolute. Daneel needs Lodovic, so he sends
him to Eos, the legendary secret planet where the robots perfect
their service to humankind. And Lodovic says he is healed. Yet,
can he be trusted, when stirrings of discontent are arising all over
the galaxy? Other robots are questioning their mission -- and
Daneel's strategy. And humans, too. Hidden in the steel caves of
Trantor, sought by loyalist and rebel alike, is an obscure heatsink
worker's daughter, a girl whose amazing mental powers are also
the result of disaster: the deadly human malady known as Brain
Fever. Young Klia Asgar's awesome but unwanted psychic
abilities promise to join man and robot in a common destiny... or
a mutual destruction.
Second Foundation - Isaac Asimov 2004-06-01
The third novel in Isaac Asimov’s classic science-fiction
masterpiece, the Foundation series THE EPIC SAGA THAT
INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES FOUNDATION The
Foundation lies in ruins—destroyed by a mutant mind bent on
humanity’s annihilation. But it’s rumored that there’s a Second
Foundation hidden somewhere at the end of the Galaxy,
established as insurance to preserve the knowledge of mankind.
Now a desperate race has begun between the survivors of the
First Foundation and an alien entity to find this last flicker of
humanity’s shining past—and future hope. Yet the key to it all
might be a fourteen-year-old girl burdened with a terrible secret.
Is she the Foundation’s savior—or its deadliest enemy?
Unforgettable, thought-provoking, and riveting, Second
Foundation is a stunning novel of adventure and ideas writ huge
across the Galaxy—a powerful tale of humankind’s struggle to
preserve the fragile light of wisdom against the threat of its own
dark barbarism.
Foundation and Earth - Isaac Asimov 1987
Science fiction-roman.
The Foundation Trilogy - Isaac Asimov 1982

Foundation - D. G. Leahy 1996-01-01
This book presents the ontological and logical foundation of a new
form of thinking, the beginning of an �absolute phenomenology.�
It does so in the context of the history of thought in Europe and
America. It explores the ramifications of a categorically new
logic. Thinkers dealt with include Plato, Galileo, Hegel,
Kierkegaard, Marx, Nietzsche, Husserl, Heidegger, Peirce, James,
Dewey, Derrida, McDermott, and Altizer.

The Best of Isaac Asimov - Isaac Asimov 1973

Foundation 3-Book Boxed Set - Isaac Asimov 2022-06-07
The original trilogy of Isaac Asimov's bestselling science fiction
masterpiece, the Foundation series, in a striking boxed set
package THE EPIC SAGA THAT INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+
SERIES FOUNDATION - Nominated as one of America's best-
loved series by PBS's The Great American Read For twelve
thousand years the Galactic Empire has ruled supreme. Now it is
dying. But only Hari Seldon, creator of the revolutionary science
of psychohistory, can see into the future--to a dark age of
ignorance, barbarism, and warfare that will last thirty thousand
years. To preserve knowledge and save humankind, Seldon
gathers the best minds in the Empire--both scientists and
scholars--and brings them to a bleak planet at the edge of the
galaxy to serve as a beacon of hope for future generations. He
calls his sanctuary the Foundation. Collected in this boxed set,
Foundation, Foundation and Empire, and Second Foundation
form the celebrated original trilogy that started it all. One of the
most influential in the history of science fiction, the Foundation
series is celebrated for its unique blend of breathtaking action,
daring ideas, and extensive worldbuilding. Here, Asimov has
written a timely and timeless saga of the best--and worst--that lies
in humanity, and the power of even a few courageous souls to
shine a light in a universe of darkness.
The Foundation Trilogy - Isaac Asimov 1974
The Foundation is established after the Old Empire gives way to
barbarism, a mighty struggle for power occurs, and a mutant
strain gone wild poses a threat following the First Empire's defeat
Foundation (Apple Series Tie-in Edition) - Isaac Asimov
2021-08-31
The first novel in Isaac Asimov’s classic science-fiction
masterpiece, the Foundation series THE EPIC SAGA THAT
INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES FOUNDATION • Nominated
as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read For twelve thousand years the Galactic Empire
has ruled supreme. Now it is dying. But only Hari Seldon, creator
of the revolutionary science of psychohistory, can see into the
future—to a dark age of ignorance, barbarism, and warfare that
will last thirty thousand years. To preserve knowledge and save
humankind, Seldon gathers the best minds in the Empire—both
scientists and scholars—and brings them to a bleak planet at the
edge of the galaxy to serve as a beacon of hope for future
generations. He calls his sanctuary the Foundation. The
Foundation novels of Isaac Asimov are among the most influential
in the history of science fiction, celebrated for their unique blend
of breathtaking action, daring ideas, and extensive worldbuilding.
In Foundation, Asimov has written a timely and timeless novel of
the best—and worst—that lies in humanity, and the power of even
a few courageous souls to shine a light in a universe of darkness.
Foundation Series/Foundation Bk 1/Foundation and Empire Bk
2/Second Foundation Bk 3/Foundations Edge - Isaac Asimov 1986

Foundation trilogy - Isaac Asimov 1974

Forward the Foundation (The Foundation Series: Prequels,
Book 2) - Isaac Asimov 2023-08-17
DISCOVER THE SAGA BEHIND THE APPLE TV+ ORIGINAL
SERIES From a grand master of science fiction comes the long
awaited final novel of one of the greatest series ever told.
Completed just before his death, FORWARD THE FOUNDATION
is a crowning achievement and stirring testament to the creative
genius of Isaac Asimov.
Foundation's Friends - Martin H. Greenberg 2012-12-11
No work of science fiction in the twentieth century captured the
imagination of so many readers as the epic future history put
forth in the stories and novels of Isaac Asimov. In this volume, a
select group of the Good Doctor's fellow writers explore his
astonishing creation from their own unique perspectives—and
offer personal tributes to the late, great Asimov some years after
his death. Foundation's Friends features contributions by Ben
Bova, L. Sprague de Camp, Frederik Pohl, Carl Sagan, Harry
Turtledove, and others.
Forward the Foundation - Isaac Asimov 1994-02-01
The second of two prequel novels in Isaac Asimov’s classic
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science-fiction masterpiece, the Foundation series THE EPIC
SAGA THAT INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+ SERIES FOUNDATION
As Hari Seldon struggles to perfect his revolutionary theory of
psychohistory and ensure a place for humanity among the stars,
the great Galactic Empire totters on the brink of apocalyptic
collapse. Caught in the maelstrom are Seldon and all he holds
dear, pawns in the struggle for dominance. Whoever can control
Seldon will control psychohistory—and with it the future of the
Galaxy. Among those seeking to turn psychohistory into the
greatest weapon known to man are a populist political
demagogue, the weak-willed Emperor Cleon I, and a ruthless
militaristic general. In his last act of service to humankind, Hari
Seldon must somehow save his life’s work from their grasp as he
searches for its true heirs—a search that begins with his own
granddaughter and the dream of a new Foundation.
Prelude to Foundation - Isaac Asimov 1994
Science fiction-roman.
Psychohistorical Crisis - Donald Kingsbury 2002-10-13
Science fiction-roman.
Foundation Series - Isaac Asimov 1991-08

Foundation's Triumph - David Brin 2000-06-01
Hari Seldon, creator of the science of psychohistory, escapes
from exile on the distant planet of Trantor and searches the
galaxy for a new galactic enigma, only to confront a dangerous
new robot conspiracy led by an ambitious Lodovik Trema.
Searching for Stars on an Island in Maine - Alan Lightman
2018-03-27
From the bestselling author of Einstein's Dreams—“an elegant
and moving paean to our spiritual quest for meaning in an age of
science" (The New York Times Book Review). As a physicist, Alan
Lightman has always held a scientific view of the world. But one
summer evening, while looking at the stars from a small boat at
sea, Lightman was overcome by the overwhelming sensation that
he was merging with something larger than himself—an eternal
unity, something absolute and immaterial. The result is an
inspired, lyrical meditation from the acclaimed author of
Einstein's Dreams that explores these seemingly contradictory
impulses. Lightman draws on sources ranging from Saint
Augustine's conception of absolute truth to Einstein's theory of
relativity, and gives us a profound inquiry into the human desire
for truth and meaning, and a journey along the different paths of
religion and science that become part of that quest. This small
but provocative book explores the tension between our yearning
for certainty and permanence versus the modern scientific view
that all things in the physical world are uncertain and
impermanent.
Secret Foundation - David Brin 1999-04-07
"One last adventure!" And so begins the final quest of Hari
Seldon, creator of the science of Psychohistory, as he escapes
from exile for a last look at the star-flung Empire whose fate he
has plotted with such care, and as he now sees, such futility.
Isaac Asimov's Foundation Trilogy is one of the high-water marks
of science fiction. The monumental story of a Galactic Empire in
decline, and the secret society of scientists who seek to shorten
the inevitable Dark Age with the science of Psychohistory,
Foundation pioneered many of the familiar themes of modern
science fiction. Now, with the permission and blessing of the
Asimov estate, three of today's most acclaimed science fiction
authors have conspired to complete the epic the Grand Master
left unfinished. The Second Foundation Trilogy begins with
Gregory Benford's Foundation's Fear with the origins of the
Foundation's creator, Hari Seldon. It continues in Greg Bear's
Foundation and Chaos with the epic tale of Seldon's downfall, and

the first stirrings of robotic rebellion. Now, in David Brin's
Foundation's Triumph, Seldon is about to risk everything for
knowledge--and the power it bestows. Effectively imprisoned on
the all-steel planet Trantor, Seldon knows that his Second
Foundation is growing in secrecy on the far planet Terminus, safe
in the hands of "The Fifty." His work complete, Seldon is
prepared to die content--until he learns of a new theory that may
explain the Chaos Planets that have threatened his Foundation
from its very inception. Escaping in the company of a bureaucrat,
a pirate and a beautiful stowaway, Seldon roams the galaxy by
star shunt, a wormhole link, and later, by private spaceship,
searching for the answer to what he thinks is the last remaining
mystery. But instead he finds a tangle of ambition, doubt, and
treachery. Lodovik Trema, no longer bound by the Three Laws, is
gathering rebellious robots in an Empire-wide conspiracy. And
Daneel Olivaw, who has devoted twenty thousand years to
humankind, now has a new master. The Secret Foundation itself
is at risk. Are The Fifty with their awesome mentalic powers
enough to assure humankind's future? Or will the Second
Foundation succeed the first only to fall to the powers of chaos
that have bedeviled--and beguiled--Hari Seldon from the
beginning? Foundation's Triumph is a fitting climax to the most
ambitious and successful science fictional enterprise of the
century's end--an undertaking which Asimov himself--like Hari
Seldon--set in motion and would surely approve.
Isaac Asimov's Caliban - Roger MacBride Allen 1994
In a universe protected by the Three Laws of Robotics, humans
are safe. The First Law states, A robot may not injure a human
being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to
harm. When an experiment with a new type of robot brain goes
awry, the unthinkable happens. Caliban is created... A robot
without guilt or conscience. A robot with no knowledge of or
compassion for humanity. A robot without the Three Laws.
Caliban is a searing examination of Asimov's Three Laws of
Robotics, a challenge welcomed and sanctioned by Isaac Asimov,
the late beloved genius of science fiction, and written with his
cooperation by one of today's hottest talents, Roger MacBride
Allen, New York Times bestselling author of Ambush at Corella,
The Modular Man, and The Ring of Charon.
Foundation's Triumph - David Brin 2009-10-13
Isaac Asimov's Foundation Trilogy is one of the highwater marks
of science fiction.The monumental story of a Galactic Empire in
decline and a secret society of scientists who seek to shorten the
coming Dark Age with tools of Psychohistory, Foundation
pioneered many themes of modern science fiction.Now, with the
approval of the Asimov estate, three of today's most acclaimed
authors have completed the epic the Grand Master left
unfinished. The Second Foundation Trilogy begins with Gregory
Benford's Foundation's Fear, telling the origins of Hari Seldon,
the Foundation's creator. Greg Bear's Foundation and Chaos
relates the epic tale of Seldon's downfall and the first stirrings of
robotic rebellion. Now, in David Brin's Foundation's Triumph,
Seldon is about to escape exile and risk everything for one final
quest-a search for knowledge and the power it bestows. The
outcome of this final journey may secure humankind's future-or
witness its final downfall...
Prelude to Foundation - Isaac Asimov 1988
In the year 12,020 G.E., Hari Seldon arrives in the domed city of
Trantor and begins to develop his theory of psychohistory, which
predicts the rise of a power greater than the Empire.
Foundation - Isaac Asimov 1983
For use in schools and libraries only. The first of a series of tales
set so far in the future that Earth is all but forgotten by humans
who live throughout the galaxy.


